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OREM Technology Development Opportunities

 Soil Remediation
 Groundwater Remediation
 Deactivation and Demolition
 Waste Streams
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Regulatory Drivers
Mission and strategies are significantly shaped by federal, state, and
local input and requirements


Department of Energy



Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation



Environmental Protection Agency



Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act



Federal Facilities Agreement
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Contaminated Soil and Groundwater Challenges
 Field analytical capabilities

dynamic characterization

 Automated field data collection/transfer
 Water treatment media; smart monitoring
 Groundwater modeling enhancements
 In-situ treatment options
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Soil Characterization Scope
CERCLA soil remedial action characterization work will be on-going


Soil and sediment at Y-12 and ORNL



Challenging subsurface infrastructure closure

Greatest technology need is field analytical options to help drive
dynamic characterization


Primary widespread COCs
include:
o
o
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Y-12 – mercury, volatile organics
ORNL – Sr-90, Cs-137,
alpha-emitters, mercury

Soil Remediation Issues
Principal Environmental Remediation Scopes Include


Completion of soil characterization and remediation at ETTP by end of 2020



Large amounts of soil characterization work remain at Y-12 and ORNL



Groundwater/surface water CERCLA decisions and remediation are needed
across the ORR

Long-term operations/monitoring will continue until all CERCLA
actions are complete and scope can be transferred to Legacy
Management


Long-term treatment systems operations



Long-term monitoring
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Water Remediation
Projects encounter unwanted contaminated water in basins, sumps,
basements, open excavations, etc.


Always need high-efficiency treatment resins (carbon, ion exchange, anion
exchange) for a large suite of contaminants, including Hg, Cr, As, Tc-99, Sr-90, NO3



Need “Smart” monitoring; flags indicating breakthrough may be occurring



Systems should come with established relationships between containment
breakthrough and changes in field parameters (pH, EH, TSS, geochemical
parameters)
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In-situ Groundwater Remediation
 Groundwater characterization
o Downhole field screening technologies
o Modeling

 Technology demonstrations of cost-effective in-situ
treatment technologies
o Need demonstration of Monitored Natural Attenuation
o Have conducted pilot in-situ bioremediation

 Need better remediation technologies in competent
fractured bedrock
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EM Long-Term Water Monitoring
The EM Water Resources Restoration Program (WRRP) monitors surface water,
groundwater, and biota throughout the three ORR plant sites


Monitoring will continue until, and beyond implementation of all groundwater
RODs



Monitoring areas will include thousands of acres included in “Administrative
Watershed” ROD areas

Technology is needed for program optimization


Need reliable and robust field sensor technologies for direct in-situ
measurement of chemical and radiological contaminants in the environment
(groundwater/surface water)



Need reliable and affordable field data telemetry and transfer to databases



Need to adopt agreed statistical tools for long-term performance verification
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Deactivation and Demolition of Facilities
 Elemental mercury and mercury-contaminated debris
 Coatings/fixatives for both vapor mitigation and disposal
 Opportunities to enhance worker protection are always key
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Deactivation
 Cold and Dark
 Characterization including
high-risk equipment removal
and mining
 Process gas equipment
foaming
 Equipment tabbing/unbolting
 “Go Orange” marking
 Criticality Incredibility
determination
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“Go Orange” marking

Demolition Approach
 Open-air demolition
o
o

Fixative and water spray to control dust
Air monitors to ensure no airborne
contamination

 Process equipment/piping
with greatest contamination/
material deposits removed
from building prior to demolition
 Contents meeting onsite waste
acceptance criteria demolished
with building
 Stormwater pollution prevention
plan
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Future D&D Challenges at the Oak Ridge
Reservation
High-activity facilities at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory


Characterization of legacy facilities with limited process knowledge



Close proximity to research facilities



Radiological dose



Necessary controls for emissions (radiological) with facilities located
within the main campus at ORNL



Entomb versus demolition

Mercury-contaminated excess facilities at Y-12


Four very large structures destined for D&D with extensive mercury
contamination



Located within the protected area of Y-12
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D&D Challenges Requiring Technology Solutions
 Environmental Controls
o
o

Emissions
Spread of mercury

 Engineering Controls
o
o
o

Spill Prevention Measures
Vapor controls
Temperature controls

 Source Removal
 Detection Equipment
 Decontamination Methods
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Waste Disposition/Onsite Disposal





Dioxin and furan liquid-phase waste
ORNL high-activity waste
Sodium and lithium hydride shields
Elemental mercury and
mercury-contaminated debris
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Dioxin and Furan Liquid-Phase Waste
About


18 containers plus condensate from VTD of solids



Commercial TSDRF’s have not been willing to incinerate due to regulatory
and equipment cross contamination issues

Treatment and Disposal Option


Evaluating vitrification in-cell or in-container



Variance required to authorize this treatment and subsequent disposal
under RCRA



Scope of work being prepared



Goal is to disposition in FY19, assuming variance is approved
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ORNL High-Activity Waste
 Proper capabilities and safety measures to process certain
high-activity waste is not available in UCOR facilities
 Possible options for consideration is mobile type hot cell unit
 DOE requested list of additional waste appropriate for processing
at the Transuranic Waste Processing Center on the ORNL site
o
o

TWPC has hot cell facility
TWPC has necessary programs and nuclear safety infrastructure

 Not limited to TRU waste
 Report formally provided to DOE in July 2017
 >128 waste items from 14 areas
o

Cost estimate provided to collect, package, and transport waste to TWPC
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Three Categories of ORNL High-Activity Waste
Category 1
 Suitable for processing at TWPC
 UCOR can remove and package without significant effort

Category 2
 Suitable for processing at TWPC
 Requires significant effort (e.g., building D&D) for UCOR to remove

Category 3
 Not recommended for processing at TWPC
 Waste not included in initial list (>128 waste items)
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Sodium and Lithium Hydride Shields
Origin


Designed for research at the Tower Shielding Facility (TSF) at ORNL



TSF operated from 1954 to 1992 ‒ conducting
radiation-shielding studies, including in-depth
measurements of neutron transport through
shield materials

Hazards


Radiological



Sodium



Highly flammable; reacts violently with water;
moisture sensitive
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Elemental Mercury/Mercury-Contaminated Debris
 Primary source of mercury contamination – column exchange
(COLEX) equipment process, used as a solvent to separate
Lithium isotopes
 Processing primarily performed
in four buildings: Alpha-4,
Alpha-5, Beta-4, and Alpha-2
 Began in early 1950s;
discontinued in 1963
 Resulting contamination in
buildings, soil, storm drains,
and outfalls
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Challenges Requiring Technology Solutions
 Waste stream separation
 Waste Characterization
 Waste Treatment
 Waste Disposal
 In-situ Treatment
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Waste Treatment
 RCRA LDR treatment standard for high-mercury-contaminated
debris/soil is RETORT (thermal treatment)
 Requirement to separate free elemental mercury (liquid) from debris
driven by regulatory requirements and LDR treatment criteria
 Mercury Export Ban Act impacts for recovered elemental mercury
 Only cost-effective treatment method is to utilize the alternative
treatment standards allowed by RCRA for debris (macroencapsulation
and soil stabilization) to handle copious amount of mercurycontaminated waste
 Need effective recipe of grouting material for macroencapsulation of
debris that binds mercury and reduces leachability
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Waste Treatment and Storage for Enduring Missions
 Facility/equipment condition assessment
 Life-extension techniques
 Sludge treatment/disposition
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Technology Needs Submitted in 2018
 Potential for entombment versus removal of the
Molten Salt Reactor tanks and materials
 Disposition of dioxin/furan wastes
 Disposition of sodium and lithium shields
 Side-by-side demonstrations in cells of multiple
technologies for stabilization or treatment of
mercury-contaminated soil and macroencapsulation
technologies for mercury-contaminated debris
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Summary
 Oak Ridge has a long history of technology
development and deployment
 OREM has access to ORNL, other DOE labs,
universities, and private industry
 Technology development efforts at Oak Ridge have
become more short-term, more project-specific, and
project-funded, with some exception (mercury)
 Technology development needs continue to be
identified as work progresses at Y-12 and ORNL
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